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Disclaimer: 

  
This work may not be copied, sold, used as content in any manner or your name 
put on it until you buy sufficient rights to sell it or distribute it as your own from 
us and the authorized reseller/distributer. 
 
Every effort has been made to be accurate in this publication. The publisher does 
not assume any responsibility for errors, omissions or contrary interpretation. 
We do our best to provide the best information on the subject, but just reading 
it does not guarantee success. You will need to apply every step of the process 
in order to get the results you are looking for.  
 
This publication is not intended for use as a source of any legal, medical or 
accounting advice. The information contained in this guide may be subject to 
laws in the United States and other jurisdictions. We suggest carefully reading 
the necessary terms of the services/products used before applying it to any 
activity which is, or may be, regulated. We do not assume any responsibility for 
what you choose to do with this information. Use your own judgment. 
 
Any perceived slight of specific people or organizations, and any resemblance to 
characters living, dead or otherwise, real or fictitious, is purely unintentional.  
 
Some examples of past results are used in this publication; they are intended to 
be for example purposes only and do not guarantee you will get the same 
results. Your results may differ from ours. Your results from the use of this 
information will depend on you, your skills and effort, and other different 
unpredictable factors.  
 
It is important for you to clearly understand that all marketing activities carry the 
possibility of loss of investment for testing purposes. Use this information wisely 
and at your own risk. 
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Introduction: 

 

Welcome to the latest and very easy to apply “Instagram Marketing 3.0” 
Training, designed to take you by the hand and walk you through the process of 
getting the most out of Instagram for your business. 

I’m very excited to have you here, and I know that this will be very helpful for 
you. 

This exclusive training will show you step-by-step, topic by topic, and tool by 
tool, what you need to know to dominate Instagram Marketing, in the easiest 
way possible, using the most effective tools and in the shortest time ever. 

This training is comprised of 20 chapters organized into 4 sections. This is exactly 
what you are going to learn: 

Section 1: Instagram Marketing Basics 

In Chapters 1 through 4, we’ll talk about: 

✓ What is Instagram all about? 

✓ What can Instagram do for your Business? 

✓ Shocking Instagram Marketing Facts to Consider 

✓ Instagram Walkthrough 

Section 2: Marketing on Instagram – Step by Step 

In Chapters 5 through 10, we’ll talk about: 
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✓ Set up Instagram for business 

✓ Your Instagram business settings 

✓ Posting and Sharing 

✓ Instagram Stories 

✓ Instagram Advertising 

✓ Types of Instagram Ads 

Section 3: Advanced Instagram Marketing Strategies 

In Chapters 11 through 16, we’ll talk about: 

✓ Instagram Insights 

✓ Instagram Microblogging for maximum reach 

✓ Shooting great marketing videos on Instagram 

✓ Snapping great marketing pictures on Instagram 

✓ Advanced Instagram marketing tips from the experts 

✓ Using Instagram DIRECT for killer engagement 

Section 4: Additional Tips to consider 

In Chapters 17 through 20, we’ll talk about: 

✓ Do's and Don'ts  

✓ Premium tools and Services to consider  

✓ Shocking Case Studies  

✓ Frequently Asked Questions  

Well, it’s time for you to start getting the most out of Instagram Marketing. I 
know you'll love this training. 

Your Name 
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Chapter 1: What is Instagram all 

about? 

What Is Instagram? 

We hope you enjoy and get the 

most out of this training section. 

Instagram is a photo sharing social 

network. In practical terms, it is a 

visual discovery platform focused 

on user generated content and 

with predominantly social media 

oriented features. Contrary to other social networks, though, Instagram has 

been designed from the ground up for mobile devices. 

Its humble beginnings can be traced back to 2010, when it was launched as a 

free photo sharing app for iOS devices, followed by Android versions as well as a 

feature-limited desktop interface two years later.  

Much like any other social network, Instagram allows its users to create a profile 

from where they can upload and share visual media such as photos and short-

form videos to other users’ feeds. As you can see, the idea behind Instagram is 

simple, yet elegant; So much so that Facebook acquired it in 2012 for $1 Billion! 
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What Can You Find On Instagram? 

Instagram is mostly famous 

because it allows its users to share 

awesome visual content, and 

because of that you will be able to 

find basically any type of content 

on the platform, which presents 

great potential for content 

discovery. 

The first thing that you will find on Instagram are your friends, then you will 

discover that you will be able to find all of your favorite things on Instagram: 

Your favorite brands, your favorite musicians, your favorite actors, your favorite 

fictional characters, even your favorite food! 

That is why Instagram is so popular among active social media users, and that is 

also the reason why it is so easily monetizable, because it is created towards 

fostering massive engagement. Brands of all sizes and industries have been able 

to use Instagram’s model to their advantage, and a new breed of marketers 

called “Influencers” have been able to make six figure livings thanks to 

Instagram! 

What Can You Do On Instagram? 
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Instagram allows you to easily upload and share 

photos and videos, to follow other users, to geotag 

images with the name of the location where a photo 

was taken, to connect your Instagram with other 

social networking accounts, and to use hashtags to 

make your content easier to find. 

Besides those basic features, Instagram also allows you to use an “Explore” 

feature that will enable you to find visual content according to popularity, 

location and your own search criteria. You can apply filters on your posted 

images to make them more stylized, and you will be also be able to upload 15 

second long videos. 

You will also be able to directly connect with other users via private messaging. 

More advanced features such as Stories and monetization will be discussed in 

the following sections, so let’s continue by telling you what are some of the 

awesome benefits that Instagram offers for your business! 
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Chapter 2: What Instagram can do 

for your Business? 

So now you know what Instagram is 

all about, and right after you learned 

some stuff you probably didn’t know 

about the platform, now it’s time to 

start talking business. That is, the 

benefits of using Instagram for doing 

and promoting your business. 

For most marketers, doing business on Instagram is kind of a confusing 

endeavor. You see, doing business on Facebook, for example, is a no brainer, as 

everybody knows how that platform works. But an app such as Instagram, with 

very specific functions and a dedicated set of features, can be a bit more difficult 

to tap into at first. 

But the truth is that businesses of all sizes, from local brands, to family owned 

shops, to large corporations, are driving results from being active on Instagram, 

and their secret is in knowing how to implement their business practices into the 

way the platform works. 
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But their performance is also backed up by the numbers: 80 percent of 

Instagram users follow a business on the platform. That said, it wouldn’t be 

profitable for those business to be on the platform if it weren’t for their loyal 

followers, and an engaging business on Instagram can easily: 

✓ Drive and spread awareness of their business activities, their brands, their 

products, and their services.  

✓ Make potential customers get interested through visual discovery. 

✓ Get new customers, which in turn will increase the desired conversions, 

including product sales, app downloads, website visits, and visitors to a 

local store, among others. 

Instagram’s own built-in features will allow you to reach those milestones the 

easy way as long as you put in the effort, because Instagram has also been 

designed with business in mind, allowing them to: 

✓ Create an Instagram Business account, which allows companies of all sizes 

to be recognized with a unique business profile, to gain insight about 

their followers, to promote posts designed to drive business goals, and 

giving visitors to your profile the right info such as your business address 

and contact details. All within Instagram! 

✓ Send full screen adverts to Instagram stories, which is a friendlier 

approach to advertising compared to what other social platforms offer. 

✓ Use business tools to get deep marketing insights, including reach, 

number of impressions, replies and exits for each individual campaign. 

More so, the visual nature of Instagram combined with the story driven 

advertising model means that you will be offering an experience that far 
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surpasses the flat, impersonal feeling of marketing campaigns created on other 

platforms. 

Instagram has many other benefits for businesses that are too often overlooked 

by marketers that focus their conversation on advertising, and in this training 

you will become aware that Instagram is as diverse as diverse can get. 

For starters, you can repurpose your Instagram photos on your business website 

to create cross-platform engagement, and if your business has a physical 

location, you can bet that customers have uploaded pictures of it on the 

platform! 

Even if you don’t have a physical location and only offer your products online, 

customers have probably uploaded pictures of some of them as well! There is a 

lot more to say about Instagram, so follow us to the next chapter for some 

shocking Instagram marketing facts that you should know! 
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Chapter 3: Shocking Instagram 

Marketing Facts to Consider 

As popular as Instagram is as a 

platform, both for personal use 

and for doing business, there is still 

a lot of stuff that is under most 

marketers’ radar. Here are some of 

the most inspiring Instagram 

marketing facts that you should 

consider when creating your own 

profit generating campaigns. 

✓ Over 700 million people use Instagram on a monthly basis, with 400 

million of those active on a daily basis, making it one of the largest online 

audiences that any business can aspire to reach! (source) 

✓ Instagram posts earn 58 times more engagement per follower than 

Facebook posts on average, and 120 times more engagement per follower 

than Twitter posts, making it a must in your social-networks-to-be-in list. 

(source) 

✓ Instagram users share an average of 95 million photos and videos on a 

daily basis, with even more expected growth in the coming years. 

(source) 

https://business.instagram.com/
https://www.webpagefx.com/social-media/5-benefits-of-instagram-for-business.html
https://blog.hootsuite.com/instagram-statistics/
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✓ 60% of Instagram users have said that they have learned about a new 

product or service thanks to posts on the platform. (source) 

✓ 80 % of Instagram users are from outside the United States, which 

represents a big opportunity for businesses to reach a global audience 

(source) 

✓ 31% percent of American women use Instagram, outnumbering the 24% of 

American men using the platform, which is great news especially if your 

business targets the younger female demographic. (source) 

✓ Currently, a whopping 48% of US based brands use Instagram for 

marketing purposes, and that percentage is expected to grow to 70% by 

the end of 2017 (source) 

✓ 75% percent of Instagram users take action after seeing a promoted post. 

Such actions are driven by calls to action on these promoted posts, such 

as website visits, which means that, on average, your business has a 

higher chance of converting followers into customers by being on 

Instagram. 

In this sense, “B2C” businesses, or “business to customer” businesses, 

are the ones that benefit the most from being on Instagram. This is 

mostly due to the fact that, buying a pair of sunglasses is an easier 

decision to make for a potential customer after seeing a beautiful picture 

of them on Instagram. 

✓ Brands with Instagram accounts surpassing the 100,000 followers mark 

have grown a whopping 163% in just two years! So make sure to take 

http://www.wordstream.com/blog/ws/2017/04/20/instagram-statistics
https://blog.hootsuite.com/instagram-statistics/
https://blog.hootsuite.com/instagram-statistics/
https://blog.hootsuite.com/instagram-statistics/
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advantage of what you will learn in this training to make those numbers 

grow for you as well! (source) 

✓ The secret behind why marketing on Instagram is such a successful 

strategy can be explained with science, as Instagram has devised a 

platform that allows its users to process content 60,000 times faster 

through image posts than, say, simple text ads, with people remembering 

80% of your marketing message in your Instagram promoted posts. 

(source) 

✓ There is a very specific set of hashtags that have been determined to be 

the best for marketing campaigns on Instagram, including 

“#contestalert”, “#sweepstakes”, “#giveaway”, “#discount”, “#travel”, 

“#deal” and “#smallbiz”. (source) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/jonathan-long/the-benefits-of-marketing_b_11154342.html
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/jonathan-long/the-benefits-of-marketing_b_11154342.html
http://www.convinceandconvert.com/social-media-strategy/instagram-marketing-facts/
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Chapter 4: Instagram Walkthrough 

Hey there dear friends! So far it’s 

been an educational roller coaster, 

as we are sure that there was a lot 

of stuff that you didn’t know about 

Instagram up until this point. And 

now that you know what Instagram 

is all about, it is about time that you 

learn how to use it from the inside out, and there’s nothing better than an 

introductory walk through to get you started.  

Ok, so let’s start right on the app’s main login screen, where you will be asked to 

either enter your phone number, your email address or your username as well as 

your password to log into your Instagram account. In our case, we are going to 

login with our username, so we enter it in the corresponding field, then enter 

our password, and tap on the “log in” button. 

Awesome! Now you are going to be taken to your Instagram feed. In your feed 

you will be able to see what others are posting in chronological order by 

scrolling down, and stories are featured on top as you can see here.  

You can identify which account posted a post by looking at the profile icon on 

the upper left above the post image, and by tapping on the three-dotted button 
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on the right you will be able to “report” a post, to use “copy link” to save a 

post’s link and share it, to “turn on post notifications” and to “share on 

WhatsApp”.  

Below the post image you will be able to see how many likes a post has, and 

below the number of likes you will be able to see the post text and the 

comments left by users on the post. Let’s now take a look at how you can 

interact with posts in your feed.  

On the lower left there are three icons. The heart shaped icon will allow you to 

“like” a post. The dialog icon will allow you to leave a comment on the post, and 

the paper plane icon will allow you to send a post to your Instagram contacts by 

selecting them and then tapping on “send”. The bookmark icon on the lower 

right will allow you to add posts to your “collection”. 

Note that you can revert any of these actions by re-tapping over any of those 

icons. Ok, let’s now check the features outside your feed, starting with the 

options available on top. Tapping on the notification number on the right will 

allow you to check your “direct” messages. Please note that once you are ready 

to exit a section, you will simply have to tap on the arrow button located on 

either side of the screen. 

In this case we are going to tap on the arrow on the left to exit and move to the 

next section. Right, now by tapping on the camera icon on the left you will be 

able to either take a picture or film a short video that you can directly share on 

Instagram. We are going to teach you how to use these features in detail in the 

following section, so let’s tap on the arrow icon to go back to the feed for the 

time being. 
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Ok, let’s now check the icons located on the menu at the bottom of the screen. 

Let’s start from left to right by tapping on the profile icon, which will take you to 

your user dashboard. The first things that you will be able to see are your 

number of posts, your number of followers and the number of accounts that 

you are following, as well as your uploads as a gallery below.  

By tapping on the list icon you will be able to see your uploads as large images or 

videos in list form. By tapping on the profile type icon beside the list icon you will 

be able to check posts where you have been tagged in, and tapping on the 

bookmark icon will show you your saved posts and collections. 

Tapping on the three-dotted button on the upper right corner will take you to 

your account options, from where you will be able to manage how you invite 

friends and how you follow people. Here you will also be able to edit your 

account and your settings. 

In this section you will also be able to get support, to get detailed information 

“about” Instagram, to “clear search history”, to “add account”, and to “log 

out”. We’ll take a deeper look at these options in a later chapter, so let’s just go 

back.  

Tapping on the plus profile icon will allow you to discover more people on 

Instagram. In this section you will be able to find suggested contacts, you will be 

able to connect to Facebook, and to connect with people that you might already 

know who are also on Instagram. 

Ok, let’s now go back and tap on the icon on the left, from where you will be 

taken to the “archive” section, where you will find a collection of your archived 

posts. Let’s now tap on the “edit your profile” button.  
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Tapping on this button will take you to the “edit profile” section, from where 

you will be able to edit your profile info, including your name, your username, 

your website, and your Bio. From this same section you will be able to “try 

Instagram business tools”. Let’s not forget that you will also be able to change 

your profile photo by tapping on “change photo”. 

Ok, now that we have looked at everything inside the account dashboard, let’s 

tap on the heart shaped icon. Here you will find two tabs. In the “following” tab 

you will be able to see how the profiles that you are following are interacting 

with others. On the “you” tab you will be able to see how you are interacting 

with other profiles. 

The “plus” icon in the middle is perhaps the one that you’ll be using the most, as 

that is the button that will allow you to quickly upload stuff to Instagram. When 

you tap on it you will be taken to the “gallery” section by default, from where 

you will be able to upload images and videos from your device to Instagram. 

Tapping on the “photo” tab will allow you to take a snapshot, and tapping on 

the “video” tab will allow you to film, save and upload a quick video. Tapping on 

the search icon will take you to the “search” section. 

In this section you will be able to search for trending posts as recommended by 

Instagram, and to use the “search” bar on top to look for posts using your own 

keywords and criteria. Lastly, tapping on the “home” icon will simply take you 

back to your updated feed. 

And that is it! Tune in to the following section so we can show you how to use 

your Instagram account as a powerful marketing tool the right way! 
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Marketing on Instagram 

– Step by Step 
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Chapter 5: Set up Instagram for 

business 

Ok, so to properly 

market and promote 

your business as well 

as your offers on 

Instagram you will 

need to operate as a Business profile by switching from a personal Instagram 

account to a business Instagram account. 

Doing so is quite easy, and you will simply need to start by logging into your 

personal Instagram account from your smart device of choice by either entering 

your registered phone number, your registration email or your Instagram 

username, entering your password and then tapping on “log in”. 

In our case we are going to log in using our username. Then we will simply enter 

our password and we’ll tap on “log in”. Ok, once you are inside your account 

look for the profile icon on the lower right corner on your device’s screen and 

tap on it. 

Now, here comes the first step. Look for the three dotted button located on the 

top right corner on your screen and tap on it. You will be taken to the “options” 
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section, from where you will be able to configure your Instagram account 

settings. 

So let’s move on to the next step by going to the “account” menu. There simply 

look for the “switch to business account” tab. Tapping on this tab is what will 

allow you to use Instagram as a business entity so you can access and use 

Instagram’s business tools. 

Before tapping on this tab though look at the “private account” option below 

the “switch to business account” tab and tap on the switch button on the right 

in case that it is set as on to make your account public and then tap on “ok” 

when prompted, as you won’t be able to switch to a business account while your 

personal account is set as a private account. 

Cool, now that your Instagram account is public simply tap on the “switch to 

business account” tab to get started and tap on “continue” in the next screen.  

As you can see here, having an Instagram business account will allow you to add 

a phone number, an email or a location so customers can reach you directly 

using a button on your profile, it will allow you to see insights about your 

followers and to learn how your posts are performing, and it will also allow you 

to create promotions that will help you to grow your business. 

Alright, so let’s tap on the last “continue” button to see what’s next. The next 

step will require you to connect your business profile with your Facebook 

business page. Start by tapping on the “choose page” tab.  

First you will be asked to continue to Facebook using your account of choice. In 

our case, we are going to continue using our default Facebook account, the one 
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that we are signed into on our device, so make sure to be signed into Facebook 

on your device beforehand. Then simply tap on “continue”. 

Next you will be asked to allow Instagram to post to Facebook for you, and 

you’ll simply have to tap on the drop down menu to select “public” and then on 

“ok” to continue. In the next screen you will be asked to allow Instagram to 

manage your pages. Simply tap on “ok” here as well to continue. 

Now, in the next screen simply select your Facebook page. In our case, we are 

going to select the Facebook page corresponding to our business. In case that 

you don’t have a business page on Facebook, you can always use the “create 

one” link located at the bottom of this screen. Once you have made your 

selection simply tap on the arrow button on the top right corner. 

Now you will be instructed to set up your business profile. You will be asked for 

your business email, your phone number, and your business address. If some of 

this information is saved on your Facebook page, Instagram will pull it from 

there. 

Note that you will need to enter at least one piece of information to continue 

from this step, and in our case we are going to enter our email address. You can 

always edit this any time later on, and we will leave it as it is, so we can edit it in 

our following chapter. So simply tap on the ok button on top to continue.  

Congratulations! Now you have switched to an Instagram Business account. 

There will be new features available so you can better promote and track your 

business, and in the next chapter we are going to walk you through your new 

business settings! 
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Chapter 6: Your Instagram business 

settings 

Hey there everyone, and welcome 

to the second chapter of section 2 

of our Instagram Marketing 3.0 

training. In this chapter we are 

going to show you how to 

optimize your Instagram for 

Business account by customizing 

your Instagram business settings. 

There are two main business settings that you will be able to edit and customize 

in order to complete your Instagram business account. The first set of business 

settings that you can edit can be found by tapping on the profile icon located on 

the bottom right corner of the screen and then tapping on the “edit profile” tab. 

Now, the first few settings are the same that you were able to edit on your 

personal Instagram account, including your name, your username, your website 

and your bio. Your name and your username are fine as they are as long as 

they’re correct and reflect your own business name. 

In the “website” field you have to enter your main business website URL. In our 

case, we are going to enter our “diabetescaremadeeasy.com”. In the “bio” field 
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you have to enter a brief description of your business, just like we are describing 

ours as you can see here. 

The next set of settings are your business contact settings. Your “Facebook 

page” as well as the “category” are already set and cannot be edited from this 

section, so simply tap on “contact options”.  

In this section you will be able to edit your business contact settings. More 

specifically these are the contact settings that you can show to your followers 

and account visitors. First is your business contact email. We recommend you to 

set up a dedicated email address with your website domain as your contact 

email. 

In our case, we are going to insert our support@diabetescaremadeeasy.com as 

our business contact email. Then you have to enter your business phone 

number. Start by selecting your country’s phone code, enter your number, and 

then select whether you can be contacted by a “call” or by “text”. 

Then you’ll enter your business address, which is as easy as entering your “street 

address”, selecting your “City or Town”, and then entering your “Zip Code”. 

Check that all of your contact information is correct and then tap on the 

confirmation icon to save and go back. 

Lastly, let’s take a look at the “private information” below. This is your private 

account information, including your email address, your contact phone number 

and your gender. You will need to confirm your contact number by entering the 

confirmation code that Instagram will send to your phone. 

This information can only be accessed by you. Make sure that everything in this 

section is correct, such as by making sure that your “Name” is no longer than 30 
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characters, then tap on the confirmation icon on the top right corner to save and 

go back so you can check the next business settings.  

Let’s now go over the three dotted button on the top right corner of your 

profile to go to your account settings. In this section you have to look for the 

“business settings” menu, where you will be able to see three options. 

The first one is the “payments” option. In this section you will be able to set up a 

payment method which you will later use to pay for your advertisements. Your 

default payment method will be the one that you are currently using on your 

“Facebook Ad Account”, but you will be able to also set up two additional 

payment methods by tapping on the “add a payment method” link. 

The two payment methods available are “credit or debit card” and “PayPal”. 

Before setting up a payment method, tap on the “billing country” tab to select 

the billing country address corresponding to your payment method of choice. 

To add a credit or debit card as your payment method of choice simply tap on 

the “credit or debit card” link, and enter the credit or debit card information 

that you will be asked, including your “card number”, your card’s expiration 

date, your card’s “security code” and your card’s billing zip code. 

Once you have entered the corresponding information tap on the confirmation 

button on the top right corner to save it. If you want instead to add PayPal as 

your payment method of choice, simply tap on the “PayPal” link from the 

“select payment method” screen, login to your PayPal account when prompted 

and complete the on screen steps that follow after. 

Let’s now move over to the “branded content approvals” tab on the “business 

settings” menu. You can turn the “require approvals” lever on or off depending 

on whether you want other business accounts to tag you on their posts. We 
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recommend you to leave this setting off so other businesses can tag you, which 

will help you to increase your reach. 

The last option available on the “business settings” menu is the “switch back to 

Personal Account”, which you can use in case that you decide to revert back to 

your old personal accounts settings, but keep in mind that you won’t be able to 

promote your content as efficiently if you go back to your personal account. 

And these are your business settings! Remember that you can always edit them 

by visiting their corresponding sections through your profile and through your 

account settings. Follow us in the next chapter so we can show you how to post 

and share with your new business account, the right way. 
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Chapter 7: Posting and Sharing 

Hello there friends! Let’s take a look 

at how you can use Instagram to post 

and share your awesome marketing 

content. Posting and sharing stuff on 

Instagram is fairly easy, and there are 

several ways to do it, and in this 

chapter we are going to walk you through them all. 

You have to start on your Instagram feed, from where you will be able to access 

all your account’s posting and sharing options. Let’s start with the easiest way to 

post and share from your account by tapping on the plus icon located in the 

middle of the lower screen. 

From here you will be able to post from three sources. By default you will be 

able to post from your “gallery”, which is the media gallery on your device. By 

tapping on the “photo” tab you will be able to snap a photo that you can post 

and share, and by tapping on the “video” tab you will be able to shoot a short 

form video that you can post and share to your Instagram following and to other 

channels. 

Let’s now show you how you can create a post and share it with each option. 

Let’s start with the “gallery” option. In this option you will be able to select an 

image or video from your device’s media gallery. 
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Images and videos taken from your gallery need to comply with the following 

requirements. First, images have to ideally be 1080 by 1080 in resolution, 

otherwise you won’t be able to promote the post that you upload the photo to. 

Videos have to be 15 seconds long at most, otherwise they will simply not load. 

Ok, in our case we are going to select this high resolution image for our post. As 

you can see here, there are some options that can give an extra oomph to your 

posts. One is the “boomerang” companion app that will allow you to share mini 

videos, and the other is the “layout” app, which will allow you to fit multiple 

photos into one post. 

In order to use them you will simply need to download and install them from the 

app marketplace corresponding to your device. Alright, so once you have 

selected your image or video, simply tap on the “next” button on the top right 

corner. 

In the following section you will be asked to select a filter for your image. It will 

be “normal” by default, but there are many, many filters to select from. Once 

you have made your selection you can tap on the “edit” link below to edit some 

extra attributes on your image. 

These attributes include orientation, brightness, contrast, structure, color 

warmth, saturation, color, fading and highlights. Once you have edited your 

image’s attributes, tap on the “next” button above to continue. 

Now, in the next screen you will have to edit the content of your post. Start in 

the “write a caption” field by entering your post text with its corresponding 

hashtags. You can geotag your post by adding a location by tapping on “add a 

location”. 
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You can also tag other users and accounts by tapping on “tag people”. One 

awesome feature is that you will be able to share your new posts to other social 

channels depending on the type of post that you have created by turning on or 

off the level corresponding to each available social channel under “share to”. 

Once you are ready to share your post simply tap on the “share” button located 

on the top right corner. Awesome! Our new post is now live. Ok, so let’s now 

create a new post by going to the plus icon on the lower menu to show you how 

to create a photo post. 

Start by tapping on the “photo” tab. There you will simply have to tap on the 

small circle button in the middle to snap a photo for your post. You can use the 

icon on the right to use snap your photo with flash, and the button on the left to 

shift between the rear and front cameras. 

Tap on the circle button to take your pic, and in the next screen you will be 

asked to select a filter. Once you select a nice filter tap on the “edit” link below 

to edit your image’s attributes. Once you have edited your image’s attributes, 

tap on the “next” button above to continue. 

Now edit the content of your post. Start in the “write a caption” field by 

entering your post text with its corresponding hashtags, geotag your post by 

tapping on “add a location” and tag other users or accounts by tapping on “tag 

people”. Share to other channels if you wish to and then tap on “share”. 

Great! Now it is time to check the “video” posting option by tapping on the plus 

icon on the lower screen and then on the “video” tab. To share a video from 

here simply tap and hold the circle button in the middle until you are ok with the 

length or until it reaches the recording limit. 
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Once it is recorded simply tap on “next”. Select a filter, and then tap on the 

“cover” tap to select a thumbnail image from the video and tap on “next”. Now 

proceed as instructed beforehand by entering your caption and location. 

Video posts can be shared on several social channels, including Facebook, 

Twitter, and Tumblr. Once you set up everything here tap on “share”. As you can 

see, your new video post is live and ready for the world to see! 

Ok, so are there other ways to create awesome Instagram posts or is this all 

there is to Instagram posting and sharing? Well, we’re glad you asked, because 

Instagram has another feature up its sleeve called Stories, which are nothing 

short of posts that can be customized to an amazing level, so follow us in our 

next chapter so we can show you what these stories are, and how to create your 

own! 
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Chapter 8: Instagram Stories 

Awesome, let’s continue with our training. 

This chapter is a logical continuation of the 

previous lesson, where we showed you how 

to post and share on Instagram with your 

brand new business account, because this 

time around we are going to show you how 

to create a more customizable type of 

Instagram post. 

Yes, we are talking about none other than Instagram stories. Instagram stories is 

a fascinating feature that allows you to share several moments through a single 

media reel. In other words, it is a feature that allows you to add several separate 

photos and videos that can be played in a specific succession. 

These stories are then added to people’s feeds, in the “stories” bar on top of 

any feed, as you can clearly see here. Ok, so how do you create an Instagram 

story? Well, we’re glad to tell you that doing so is quite easy, and here’s our walk 

through. 

Start by tapping on the “you” profile icon in your feed’s “stories” menu. You will 

be taken to your Instagram editor. There are several options available in here, 

but the easiest way to add stuff to your stories from here is by tapping on the 

square button located on the lower left corner of this screen. 
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In this section you will be able to individually select your most recent files so you 

can add them to your stories, including images and videos. In our case we are 

going to select one of the most recent pictures taken from our account. 

Once you select a photo or video you will be able to edit it by using the buttons 

available on the top right corner. With these buttons you can add nice effects 

such as emojis, among other effects and text. Once you are done editing your 

image or video simply tap on, well, “done”. 

Now you can check your story by tapping on your profile icon in the “stories” 

bar. And here it is! This is how others will see your story on their feeds. But one 

thing that you will notice is that this story doesn’t look dynamic, because it has 

only one image, so let’s add another image to our story to see how it looks in 

action. 

This time around we are going to take a photo with the circle button by simply 

tapping on it. Once our photo is taken we are going to add some elements to it 

to make it funnier, which will in turn increase our engagement.  

Once we edit it we have to simply tap on the “add to your story” button on the 

lower left. We’ll be taken back to our feed, from where we are going to be able 

to check our newest addition to our story by tapping on our profile icon in the 

“stories” feed. 

Voila! Here’s our story in action! It looks great, and that is exactly how it will look 

like to our followers and to users visiting our profile. And as you can see, it 

perfectly fits our day’s narrative, which is exactly its intended use. 

Ok, so far so good, but how do you market these awesome posts then? Because 

as amazing as Instagram’s organic reach is, there should be always room for a 
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little paid push for your marketing campaigns, so tune in to the following 

chapter so we can show you what Instagram advertising is all about! 
 

Chapter 9: Instagram Advertising 

Hey there everyone! Ready for 

more awesome Instagram 

marketing material? Well we 

surely hope that you’re ready, 

because we’re about to 

educate you on one of Instagram’s most fascinating features! 

Yes! Just like we promised you in our previous chapter, we are going to talk 

about Advertising on Instagram, which is nothing but the act of promoting your 

business by way of Instagram’s own paid advertising program. 

But you already know that paid advertising platforms abound, so let’s talk about 

what makes Advertising on Instagram so special, and let’s start by saying that 

Advertising on Instagram is all about building your business on the platform. 

Driving awareness, growing your customer base and sharing your story with one 

of the largest audiences on any current social network is a seamless experience 

because Instagram adverts appear in a bold, linear format that perfectly 

matches the visual nature of the platform, making them look natural. 

Instagram adverts are very diverse. Photo adverts for instance allow you to tell 

your story through a simple and beautiful digital canvas that adapts to user’s 
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device screen orientations. Video adverts give ads an additional edge by adding 

sight, sound and motion to the already immersive quality of photo adverts. 

Carousel adverts are designed to add an additional layer to the Instagram advert 

experience because they will allow you to insert several images or videos into a 

single advert so users can swipe across them. Lastly, story adverts will allow you 

to complement the content of any feed with awesome promoted stories, which 

are very engaging to begin with.  

Instagram adverts are designed to help you meet your business goals. No matter 

if you are trying to increase brand awareness or increase the number of people 

in your established customer base, because by advertising on Instagram you will 

be able to get the results that are most important to your business. 

In fact, business goals that you can achieve by advertising on the Instagram 

platform are wide and specific, and they cover the three main stages of the 

customer decision journey: 

Awareness: You can drive awareness of your brand, business location or services 

by way of the following goals: 

✓ Reach 

✓ Frequency 

✓ Brand awareness 

✓ Local Awareness 

Consideration: making your potential customers aware of your specific offers is 

easier through these goals: 
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✓ Website clicks 

✓ Video views 

✓ Reach and Frequency 

Conversion: Lastly, you will be able to increase your sales, app downloads and 

frequent shopping visitors by converting leads into actual customers through 

the following goals: 

✓ Website conversions 

✓ Dynamic adverts 

✓ Mobile app Installs and engagement 

Awesome! But how can you actually get started? Well, getting started with 

Instagram advertising is fairly quick and easy, as Instagram uses the same 

powerful advertising tools as Facebook. If you are familiar with Facebook 

advertising you’re already more than halfway through Instagram advertising 

then, but if you’re new to advertising on both platforms it goes like this: 

✓ You start by having an Instagram Business profile and a Facebook page 

for your business, which you already have, as we walked you through the 

process during the first two chapters in this section. 

✓ You will then have to go to either the “adverts manager” or the “power 

editor” on Facebook to create and run your adverts, which we will show 

you how to do in the next chapter. 
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✓ You will then have to determine your advertising budget, which in turn 

also determines for how long will your adverts run and how many people 

you will be able to reach with them as well. 

✓ Lastly, you will simply have to publish your adverts once they are ready. 

And that’s it! 

Ok, so how do you actually publish adverts on the Instagram platform? To 

publish adverts you have to buy them by setting up a budget like we showed 

you previously, and there are four ways to acquire them: 

✓ You can simply promote your Instagram posts from the Instagram app. 

Any post can be promoted as long as it complies with Instagram’s rules. 

o By going to the adverts manager on Facebook, where you will be 

able to use the same powerful advert editing tools that you would 

use to create Facebook adverts. 

✓ By going to the power editor on Facebook, which is an interface that will 

allow you to set up several ad campaigns at the same time and to have 

more control over them. This is an option mostly used by advanced 

marketers with very large budgets and by marketing agencies. 

✓ By hiring an Instagram partner to take care of your ads for you. This is an 

option mostly used by people short on time or by people that would 

rather delegate this job to others. 

Creating adverts on Instagram goes beyond helping you to reach your business 

goals, as it will also help you to reach the people that matter the most to you. 
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This is done through powerful audience targeting options that can help you to 

reach people based on specific locations such as countries, cities and regions, to 

narrow down your audience based on demographic information such as age, 

gender and language, to reach people based on interests such as the apps they 

use, the accounts they follow and the adverts they usually click on. 

These targeting options will also help you to define an audience by its behavior. 

You can also customize your own audience by directly targeting them based on 

a data base of emails or phone numbers. You can also set up lookalike audiences 

to find audiences that are potentially similar to yours, and you can also set up 

automated targeting that will allow Instagram to target an audience based on 

your business profile. 

So tune in to the following chapter so we can teach you how to set up the 

different types of adverts offered by Instagram, the easy way! 
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Chapter 10: Types of Instagram Ads 

Hello there once again! 

Let’s keep ourselves busy 

by jumping right in and 

showing you the types of 

adverts available for 

advertisers on Instagram and where you can go to create them. 

Ok, the first type of ad that you can create on Instagram and, in fact, the easiest 

one to create is “photo ads”. You can create a photo ad by taking a photo and 

promoting it or by selecting a photo from your gallery and promoting it. 

One thing to note though is that you will be able to set up a photo ad after you 

have created a photo post. So let’s show an example by creating one from a 

photo post that we’ve already published. 

We will start by going to our profile so we can search for a photo post that we 

can promote from there by tapping on the profile icon on the lower right. Once 

there we are going to tap on the “promote” button. 
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Now, when you tap on that button you will be able to see what posts are 

actually eligible for promotions, as there are certain conditions that a post must 

comply with in order to be promoted, one of them being that images on the 

post are 1080 by 1080 in resolution. 

If your device’s camera is not able to take pictures at that resolution or higher, 

you will need to snap your pictures from another device, save them to your 

device and then upload them to your post through your gallery. 

Alrighty then, with that out of the way, let’s continue by tapping on the arrow 

icon on the upper right. Now, in this screen you will have to select a promotion 

objective. You will have two options: to either “get more profile and website 

visits” or “reach people near an address”. 

The “get more profile and website visits” objective will allow you to show your 

promoted post to the people that are more likely to click through your URLs. 

The “reach people near an address” will allow you to show your promoted post 

to people in a location that you want to target, for example in the case that you 

have a business that you would like to promote in a specific area. 

In our case we are going to select the “get more profile and website visits” as 

our objective by tapping on it. Now you will have to set up your ad details. Let’s 

start with the first options on top. We already selected our objective, so let’s 

take a look at “destination” below. 

In “destination” we are going to select the placement where we want to link 

people to. We can select to either send people to our destination website or to 

our business profile on Instagram, and we are going to select to send people to 

our website. 
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Now, by tapping on the “action button” we will be able to select a call to action 

button, and it will depend on what type of action we want people to take. There 

are several actionable buttons including “learn more”, “watch more”, “shop 

now”, “book now”, sign up” and “contact us”. 

Because our objective is to send people to our website to generate more traffic 

there, we are going to select the “learn more” button.  

Next you will have to set up your target audience, your budget, and your 

campaign’s duration. Let’s start with “audience”. There are two types of 

audiences. Automatic audiences are target audiences that Instagram will set up 

according to your own profile, with specific locations, gender and age set ups. 

The other are custom audiences, which you can set up by tapping on “create 

your own”. You have to start by giving your custom audience a name, as this 

audience will be saved. Then you have to select a location or locations to target. 

Then you’ll have to tap on interest to target people according to interests. In our 

case, we are going to target people who like health care and healthy eating. 

Then you’ll simply need to finish up by selecting an age group and target 

genders. Once you are done here simply tap on the confirmation button. 

Your new audience will be saved, and you will simply have to select it from the 

“saved audiences” menu. Now you will have to select a budget and duration. 

Here you can select Instagram’s own fixed budgets and durations or tap on “set 

your own” to set up your own daily budget and duration. 

We recommend you to set up a budget of $5 per day and to run your campaign 

for a good 6 days, as that is the optimal way to learn if you will be getting back 

your budgetary investment. 
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You can use the “preview” tab to preview how your photo ad will look. Once 

you are ready to launch your ad, simply tap on the “create promotion” button. 

So far, so good, right? Let’s continue with the other types of ads. But before we 

continue we want you to know that the following type of Instagram ads can only 

be created through Facebook AND only through the desktop version. 

Now, you can create these ads by either using the adverts manager or the 

power editor, and we are going to show you how to use the adverts manager to 

create them as that is the easiest, most direct way. 

For that you’ll simply have to start by logging into your Facebook business 

account, the one that you have linked to your Instagram business account. Once 

there click on the menu button and then on “create ads” to go to the “ads 

manager”. 

Then select your marketing objective. In our case we are going to select “brand 

awareness” as our objective. After selecting your objective you will need to 

create an ad account for your new campaign in case you haven’t done so before, 

which is as simple as selecting the account country, currency and time zone. 

After you set this up simply click on “continue” to move on to the next step. 

Now you will have to set up your ad set. Start by naming your ad set in the “ad 

set name” field. Now you’ll have to set up your audience, your placements and 

your budget. Our recommendation here is to set your audience and budget the 

same way we showed you how when we showed you how to promote the 

Instagram post, so we’ll continue by clicking on “continue”. 
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Now you will have to create the actual ad. Start by naming your ad in the “ad 

name” field. You have two options when you decide to create an ad here. You 

can either “create new ad” from scratch or “use existing post”. 

When you click on “use existing post” you will be able to select a Facebook page 

and a connected Instagram profile to where to promote your post. Now, 

because this is an Instagram ad you have to go to the “select a page post” 

menu, check the “only show posts that can be used with Instagram ads” option. 

Now you will be able to select which of your Facebook posts can be promoted 

on Instagram as well, and you can use the “ad preview” menu to select 

Instagram placements to see a preview of how your promoted posts would look 

on there. 

Awesome! Let’s now check the rest of Instagram ads by clicking on the “create 

new ad” tab. Start by selecting your Facebook and Instagram business accounts 

on the “ad identity” section. As you can see here, our accounts are already 

selected by default, so let’s move to the “format” section. 

In this section is where you will be able to select the other types of Instagram 

ads which, as you can see, are the same type of ads that you can set up on 

Facebook itself. From left to right, the first type of ads that you will be able to 

select are “carousel ads”. 

In this type of ad you will be able to include two or more images or videos that 

users can scroll through, all on a single ad. Remember that images for Instagram 

ads have to be 1080 by 1080 in resolution or higher, otherwise they won’t 

upload. 
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Now, “single image” ads are very much the same as “photo ads” or promoted 

posts on Instagram, and “single video” ads are just like “single image” ads, only 

with videos instead of images. Lastly, “slideshow” ads are similar to “Instagram 

Stories” in that they allow you to share up to 10 images on a single ad, and they 

will be shown as a moving slideshow. 

Those are the types of Instagram ads that you will be able to show to your 

audience of choice, and the one that you choose will depend on your objective 

and on how you wish to engage with your audience, so make sure to choose 

wisely! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Section 3 
Advanced Instagram 

Marketing Strategies 
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Chapter 11: Instagram Insights 

Now, let’s start with Instagram Insights, which is 

Instagram’s built in analytics tool, which you can 

use to analyze your performance and the 

behavior of your followers. Accessing your 

Instagram Insights is as simple as tapping on the 

profile icon on the lower right side of the 

screen, then going to the upper right corner on 

your device’s screen and tapping on the graph 

like icon. 

Welcome to your analytics section! Here is from where you will be able to see 

how well you are performing in your marketing efforts. Here you will be able to 

review in detail metrics such as number of followers, views, and others. 
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Let’s start checking out this section from top to bottom. As you can see here, 

right below your profile’s icon, you will be able to see two metrics: The number 

of followers that you have and the current number of posts that you have 

published so far. 

Those two metrics are based on your activity from the last 7 days, which is 

important because that will allow you to know how well you are engaging 

people in relation to the number of posts that you publish during the span of a 

week. 

Alright, let’s check the metrics featured below. The first metric featured is 

“impressions”, which is the total number of views that you have gotten across 

your entire Instagram channel, or in other words, the total number of views 

from your posts, your images, your videos, and your profile. 

By swiping to the left you will be able to see your “reach”, or the number of 

unique views that you have gotten in the last 7 days. Swiping to the left once 

more will show you your number of “profile views”, or the number of views that 

you have gotten on your profile in the last 7 days. 

Let’s now move to the “followers” section. In this section you will get detailed 

demographic insights of your followers, but you will need to get at least 100 

followers before you are able to get this detailed demographic overview. 

Below is the “posts” section, where you will be able to check how your posts are  

performing on an individual level, as they will be arranged from left to right, 

sorted by the individual number of impressions on each one. 

In the “stories” section you will get insights on the performance of your 

Instagram stories. Make sure to tap on “turn on” to be able to get stories 

insights on this section. Note though that stories are visible to other users for 24 
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hours only, which means that stories insights gather data from a 24 hour period 

only. 

Lastly, in the “promotions” section you will be able to check your promoted 

posts performance. Our recommendation is to come back on a daily basis to the 

insights section to see how your Instagram marketing efforts go so you can 

make the appropriate adjustments to better optimize your campaigns! 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 12: Instagram 

Microblogging for maximum reach 

Did you know that you could use 

Instagram posts as micro blogs that can 

work as backlinks and as SEO boosters? 

That’s right, and we are here to show 

you what strategies you need to apply 

on your posts to use them as your own 

optimization boosting platform. 

Captions 
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Captions are the descriptions that you can add to your photos 

or videos, right on the “write a caption” field. The first rule 

about micro blogging captions is that they have be 

descriptive, brief and simple. 

Instagram allows you to post over 2,000 characters in your 

captions, but the trick here is to not go over the 250 word 

mark. In fact, keeping it under 150 and 140 words is the ideal 

target. The idea is to use this brief caption for keywords 

relevant to your industry. If you need to add a web address, make sure to shorten 

it using a web service such as “bit.ly”. 

 

 

Hashtags 

No Instagram caption would be complete 

without hashtags. Hashtags are labels that 

help social media users to find specific 

information relevant to a keyword or string 

of keywords. We are going to use hashtags as 

a marketing tool and as an advantage. 

You can add hashtags to your captions by typing a hash character or numeral sign 

followed by the word, phrase or string of keywords that you intend your leads to 

target. The maximum AND minimum number of hashtags that you should include 

in your posts is Eleven. 
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This is a powerful way to attract followers because users can find your products 

or promotions just by typing a particular keyword or by looking for a certain 

combination of keywords combined as a hashtag.  

For example, you can use the “#healthcare”, “#eatinghealthy” and “#fresh” 

hashtags in your caption to make your post to appear among results for people 

targeting those keywords. Our final recommendation when it comes to hashtags 

is to create them as strings of keywords as opposed to single keywords because 

single keywords can yield too many results. 

Tags 

Tagging others on your posts is a great strategy that will help you to reach the 

followers of the people or businesses that you tag, all by simply tapping on “tag 

people” to look for someone to be featured on your post.  

This works because comments, likes and other 

activities by accounts tagged on your posts can be 

viewed by the people following them.  

Each time that you tag a user, he or she is notified 

and this can thus make them feel more pleased, 

more identified and more engaged with your 

brand, letting others know how a great brand you 

are for engaging with them. 

Geo tags 
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Adding a location to your post by tapping 

on “add location” and selecting a location 

on the map is a great way to reach people in 

very specific locations, as geo tags will be 

shown on your post images and they will be 

shown to people in that location and to 

people near that location as Instagram recommendations if those users use the 

“search” feature to find content.  

Apply these micro blogging strategies in your daily Instagram posts and see how 

your performance as well as your reach increases in record time! 

 

 

Chapter 13: Shooting great 

marketing videos on Instagram 

Shooting great marketing videos on 

Instagram is a challenge, mostly because 

Instagram’s video recording and editing 

capabilities are pretty limited, because once 

you record a video on Instagram there’s not 

much that you can do on the platform to 

edit it into a top-notch marketing video. 
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In any case, there is a series of tricks that you can apply on your Instagram 

videos to make them into engaging, entertaining short form videos that you can 

later edit with the use of third party apps. 

Transitions 

One of the most useful techniques to tell a brief story on video is to use transitions 

in between takes. Surprisingly, this can be achieved with the Instagram built-in 

recording feature. 

Simply start recording by taping and holding the record button and film until you 

want that take to end. Then move to the next take and repeat those steps. These 

simple steps are to be followed until you have your video put together. 

As you can see, this is the result of a video composed of transitions, and it can be 

set up by recording each scene separately.  

 

Stop-motion 

Stop motion is a video technique that can easily be recreated using Instagram and 

will only require you to record a tiny fraction of a second of video, then move the 

people, objects and the scene that you are recording to a different position, 

record it, stop, repeat, record another one, and so on. 

Pretty much like you would record a transition, but at a way slower pace. Check 

how we record one shot. Then another one. Then another and so on until it is all 

recorded. An amusing shot by shot video can be easily used for engaging people 

because it can be funny! 

Time lapse and Hyper lapse 
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“Time lapse” videos are those videos that show a long, single scene shortened by 

speeding up the video. This is an example of a time lapse video. Then we have 

hyper lapse videos, which are faster than time lapses and can cover much more 

information. 

You cannot create hyper lapses or time lapses within Instagram itself, but you can 

download and install the “Time lapse Camera” video recording app. After editing 

your video using this tool, you can upload it to Instagram and access it through 

your gallery. 

Tips for using your mobile device as a portable video recording 

studio 

There are some instruments that you can use to make your tablet or smartphone 

a proper mobile video recording studio. 

For improving the sound recorded through your device’s mic, you need to buy a 

calibrated recorder for tablets and smartphones. To properly handle your device 

while recording, you’ll need a tripod with hand stabilizer. 

These techniques, when applied the right way, can transform your mobile device 

into one of the most powerful marketing tools available, on a friendly budget. 
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Chapter 14: Snapping great 

marketing pictures on Instagram 

Let’s get this right out of the way: 

Instagram’s photo taking capabilities 

are basic at most. They’re not designed 

for marketers, or enterprises, but for 

common people eager to have fun with 

their contacts.  

That doesn’t mean that you can’t use it to snap awesome looking pictures for 

your marketing campaigns though, because the secret is in how you apply 
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Instagram’s limited photo editing features to craft your ideal brand image, so 

let’s get started. 

Start by tapping the plus icon button on the lower screen. You will be shown 

your camera, so look for the right angle, the right lighting, and then tap on the 

circle in the middle to snap a picture. Remember that you can always turn on or 

turn off your camera’s flash before taking your pictures, and that you can tap on 

this icon to shift between your front facing camera and your rear facing camera. 

After taking your picture, you will be taken to the photo editing options, so you 

can customize it before posting. It is in this step where you are going to 

experiment with the editing features to find your ideal brand’s image, so let’s go 

step by step. First you will have the option to choose among the multiple filters 

available, and you can choose “normal” to leave it as it was originally taken. 

Now tap on “edit”. Let’s look at each editing option, from left to right, starting 

with the “adjust” option to change the picture’s angle, bend it to the sides or up 

and down.  

The “brightness” option will allow you to adjust the brightness in your picture. 

The “contrast” option will let you manage your picture’s contrast so you can 

show details that were not visible in the original picture. 

In “structure” you can manage the picture’s pixel density. “Warmth” will let you 

change the overall color spectrum of the picture from a cold color to a warm 

color. 

In “saturation” you can control how strong colors are perceived in the picture, in 

“color” you can change the color on the shadows and highlights in the picture to 

one of the various colors provided by the tool. 
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You can add a fading effect with “fade” and also turn the “shadows” and 

“highlights” values up and down. You can add a “vignette” effect to your 

picture as well as a circular or lateral blurred movement effect with “tilt shift”. 

The last option is to “sharpen” the edges of the lines and compositions in your 

picture. And this is how you can take your new picture from an ordinary photo to 

a unique template for your future marketing images! 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 15: Advanced Instagram 

marketing tips from the experts 

Everybody wants to have an 

advantage when it comes to 

marketing, what with all the new 

marketers flooding the scene all 

the time, but very few are 

actually able to develop an 

effective strategy that leads 

them to the top. 
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And boy let us tell you that developing such a strategy is one painful process 

that requires lots of trial and error. That is why in this chapter we are going to 

give you our top ten list of flawless, proven, and fool proof Advanced Instagram 

Marketing strategies. 

Snap Photos using apps other than Instagram itself 

While it is true that Instagram’s own 

photo capturing feature is powerful 

enough to let you post great looking 

visual content in record time, it is also 

true that its set of functionalities can be 

pretty limiting. 

That is why we and other successful Instagram experts recommend you to 

develop your photos using third party apps, apps that will allow you to take 

pictures, edit them and then save them to your gallery so you can later use them 

on Instagram.  

Most dedicated photo taking apps will offer you simple to use yet powerful 

features like advanced camera controls, more varied filters and presets, 

simplified photo publishing interfaces, curated Instagram asset galleries and 

other professional grade content. 

Shoot Videos using apps other than Instagram itself 
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Just like its photo editing feature, 

Instagram’s built-in video recording 

capabilities are very limiting as well when it 

comes to marketing. That is why we 

recommend you to use a third party app to 

film your videos as well, as you will be able 

to import them to Instagram from your 

device’s gallery anyway. 

Dedicated video recording applications that will allow you to edit videos in real 

time and to produce effects like time lapses, transitions and hyper lapses, which 

is simply not possible on Instagram alone. Also, you won’t need to use a 

separate video editing software to do the magic. 

Use shortened URLs in your profile 

Your Bio URL is more likely clicked by 

users if it is shortened. A great way to 

optimize your profile’s URL is by 

shortening it with a link shortening 

service. For that, we recommend you 

to use the “bit.ly” service, which is 

free and works great. 

Go to the “bit.ly” URL in your browser to shorten your website’s URL. You can 

always go back to your site’s “bit.ly” page to track the number of visits that your 

site is getting through Instagram, basically using it as a backlink as well as a 

tracking pixel!  

Use an optional platform for organizing contests 
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Instagram and contests go together 

just like bread and butter, and we 

recommend you to use dedicated web 

based platforms such as 

“wishpond.com” for organizing, 

scheduling and running contests on your Instagram business account. 

Such web based platforms specialize in sweepstakes, photo contests and 

Instagram hashtag contests, among other types of contests, making it way 

easier for you to manage and run awesome, traffic building contests. 

Cross Promote Other Businesses 

It is quite common to see companies cross 

promoting their products or services. Cross 

promotions occur when a group of companies 

promote each other’s products and offers, and it 

works great when these companies are from 

similar industries. 

To give you an example, a health oriented 

company can promote the products offered by a new supplier, marketing how 

good their products are and how beneficial they can be for its followers. 

The supplier can then promote the health company’s content among its 

followers, which will in turn foster cross promoting. 

Use Instagram’s “Search” feature to research trending topics 
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Paying attention to recent events, days in the 

calendar, popular Instagram accounts, trending 

hashtags and your imagination to promote 

your products even if they’re not related to the 

trending topics is a great way to leverage 

traffic generated by high converting keywords. 

Get your followers’ email addresses to expand your communication 

channels 

Getting people’s emails without being intrusive or 

having your intentions misinterpreted is easy when you 

give people something in exchange, such as free 

support material related to your offers. 

The best way to achieve this is by creating a landing 

page and post it on your Instagram feed offering your followers an eBook or any 

other serialized material. They can then sign up to your mailing list and receive 

content that is different to what they would be fed on Instagram. 

 

Create your own shareable content 

It is safe to say that creating viral 

content is not easy, and even when 

you create something with all the right 

ingredients to go viral, there is actually 

a slim chance of it actually spreading 
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virally, because remember, stuff goes viral by random chance most of the time. 

That doesn’t mean that you shouldn’t try, and Instagram is a great platform to 

try everything, from stop motion animations and funny videos featuring your 

products can be easily shareable, even if they don’t go viral the first few times. 

The idea is for you to keep developing ideas with the potential of reaching 

people beyond your followers. 

Encourage competitiveness among your followers and other users 

Encourage your followers to participate 

on creative activities that are not 

contests from time to time. If you are a 

fitness retailer, for example, you can 

encourage them to post pictures of 

themselves during a marathon. If you are 

a cook, encourage your followers to 

inspire you.  

This strategy is all about further creating a sense of community, about creating a 

sense of playfulness and competition between people in your audience. Your 

most creative and most energetic followers will be pleased by this and in turn 

will drive traffic to your account if only to show off! 

Work with Instagram Influencers 
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Instagram Influencers are an established 

trend in the industry, with the most vocal 

of Instagram users creating a wide 

audience that considers them 

Influencers. They can easily promote 

your products or services and help you 

reach a bigger audience in record time.  

Think of Instagram Influencers as social media celebrities that will sponsor your 

products. With an audience in the millions, this is perhaps the most effective way 

to make your business grow super-fast if you can afford it! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 16: Using Instagram DIRECT 

for killer engagement 
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One of the surprising things that has 

been subjected to a well deserved 

amount of experimentation and 

implementation is the use of instant 

messaging apps on social media 

platforms. 

One would think that instant messaging apps do not represent an opportunity 

for marketers to reach out to new people, after all, they have been designed for 

personal communication, right? Well, that is exactly the reason why instant 

messaging apps work so well for marketing.  

That is why in this chapter we are going to teach you how to use Instagram 

DIRECT, which is Instagram’s built in private messaging app, to drive 

engagement like you didn’t think was possible with a simple instant messaging 

service. 

Create a Private Thread for your most loyal followers 

Is no secret that fans just LOVE when their 

favorite social media personalities or brands 

make an actual, human effort to interact with 

them. Most Instagram businesses do this by 

simply tagging or mentioning a follower once 

in a while, but you are going to do it 

differently through the DIRECT app. 

If you already know who your most loyal followers are, go ahead and create a 

private message thread where you will share exclusive stuff with them, and 
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encourage them to tell their contacts about it once in a while to drive them crazy 

for you! 

DIRECT Message your competition’s following 

A very smart way to reverse engineer the last strategy is by 

sending private messages to your competitor’s most loyal 

followers, just make sure that your competition’s following 

can be engaged with what you have to offer, otherwise 

doing so will look desperate and intrusive to most. 

DIRECT Messaging someone that might be interested in your 

products or services is WAY better than simply following 

them because you will be fostering intent and action. 

Use DIRECT to offer exclusive content 

One of the best ways to drive conversions 

is by adding exclusivity to your offers, and 

using DIRECT to promote exclusive offers 

will work as a great motivation for people 

to get exclusive deals that simply won’t be 

offered through your feed. 

The best approach at this strategy is to announce to your followers that you will 

be creating a list of people to whom you will be sending exclusive deals such as 

discounts and coupons that you won’t be able to post as regular posts, and that 

you need those that are interested in joining your list to let you know with a 

DIRECT message to your inbox. 
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Because the offers that you will send them will not be available on other 

channels, it will be easier to drive sales because people would want to take 

advantage of these exclusive deals. Especially if you make them time sensitive! 

Use DIRECT to promote and run contests 

You can use DIRECT messages to promote and run 

contests as part of the previous strategy. Simply 

tell your followers that contests announced 

through DIRECT won’t be announced on your 

feed, neither will the results. 

This creates a situation in which most followers 

will see as an opportunity that can be missed if 

they don’t take action, and that will foster commitment to your brand! 
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Chapter 17: Do's and Don’ts 

Section 4 
Additional Tips to 

consider 
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Do’s 

 Use Your Profile to Promote Your Product Pages 

The “website” field in your profile is a piece of overlooked 

Instagram real estate that you can use to get extra traffic to 

your product pages, so make sure to use it to promote 

profitable sections of your site to people looking at your bio! 

Ask Questions to Engage Your Audience 

One of the best ways to engage with your audience is by asking 

questions, as questions basically force people to weigh in with 

their opinions! 

 Post On A Consistent Basis 

Posting on a schedule will ensure that your audience comes 

back for more on a timely basis because they will know when 

you are most likely to post. 

 Engage with Other Business Profiles  

Engaging with other brand profiles on Instagram through 

comments, likes and by following hashtags will expose you to 

their own following, giving you a chance to get more followers 

as well! 

 Stylize Your Profile 

Instagram is already full of profiles fighting for attention, so 

make sure to stylize your own brand’s account look to stand out 

and get more eyes on your awesome content. 
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 Plan Your Instagram Posts 

Plan your Instagram posts by carefully thinking of your copy, 

your images, and your hashtags to get the best results possible! 

 Use Industry-Relevant Hashtags 

Make sure to use hashtags that are related to your content to 

match it with people looking at the keywords targeted on your 

hashtags. 

 Analyze Your Account 

Use your intuition as well as third party analytic tools to keep 

track of your followers, your photos, likes and comments. 

 Promote User Generated Content 

Sharing something shared by your own followers is a sure fire 

way to get your engagement rates through the roof! 

Don’ts 

 Don’t Use Instagram Bots 

You might be tempted to use an automatic responder or 

following bots, but in doing so you risk being perceived as a 

Spammer, not a brand! 
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 Don’t Post Irrelevant Content  

While off topic posts are not bad on occasion, avoid posting 

about stuff that is not centered around your brand or business, 

or you will end up losing your audience! 

 Don’t Over Post  

Keeping your audience engaged two or three times a day is 

Okay by all standards, but posting any one of your passing 

thoughts is going to be annoying for most, so don’t do it! 

 Don’t Neglect Your Account 

Going the other way and not posting regularly is just as bad as 

posting too much, as you risk your followers losing interest in 

your content. 

 Don’t Over Do Hashtags 

Hashtags are necessary, but too many of them are not going to 

help you, so keep them on the down low, with 10 hashtags per 

post at most. 

 Don’t Neglect Quality 

Instagram is all about the visuals, so make sure to post only the 

best quality images according to Instagram standards. 

 Don’t Over Promote Products 

Your followers already know that you are a brand and that you 

are all about the profits, but nothing will turn them off more 

quickly than regular product centered posts! 
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 Don’t Steal Photos 

Don’t use someone else’s images unless you plan to mention 

them, as that would make you an Instagram Pirate! 

 Don’t Leave Your Bio Empty 

Adding something besides your company name and address on 

your Bio, such as a short bio, a relevant picture and a relevant 

URL is essential. 

 Don’t Focus On Numbers 

Don’t base your Instagram’s success by the number of 

followers that you have, but by how they engage with you! 

That is the best way to measure how good your brand is doing! 

 

 

 

Chapter 18: Premium tools and 

Services to consider 

Grum 

https://www.grum.co/
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One of the most resounding 

complaints that you’ll hear from 

Instagram marketers is that it 

doesn’t allow them to schedule 

posts, which means that there’s 

no way to create a post to be 

posted later than now. 

Now, there are other Instagram post scheduling apps on the market, sure, but 

“Grum” is the only one that allows you to create and schedule posts right from 

your desktop! 

INK361 

Ask a marketer what they wish 

they had, and he or she will tell 

you a crystal ball. Knowing what 

followers like and what they don’t 

is something that can take you 

lots of effort to unravel.  

“Ink361” can help you to take off some of that load by allowing you to analyze 

competing accounts to see what their audience likes so you can apply some of 

their strategies on your own campaigns. In short, it is an app for actionable 

insight discovery. 

Crowdfire 

http://ink361.com/
https://www.crowdfireapp.com/
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One of the most popular practices on 

Instagram is to find popular accounts that 

have a large number of followers that meet 

the criteria of your target audience, follow 

them, then hope that doing so doesn’t 

backfire. 

“Crowdfire” can help you to avoid all the 

guesswork by letting you see those that 

you follow but that are not following you back, then letting you to unfollow 

them with a simple click without you having to go to Instagram first! 

Iconosquare 

There’s nothing more discouraging 

than mapping out a marketing plan 

that you see as perfect based on 

analytic data to later see it fail. 

“Iconosquare” is a dedicated 

analytics tool that will allow you to 

analyze data from all angles, such as 

what hashtags would work the best for you and what times of the day are best 

for posting. 

 

 

A Color Story 

https://pro.iconosquare.com/
https://acolorstory.com/
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Your images are more important to your 

Instagram marketing plan than you 

would think they actually are, and using 

an App such as “A Color Story” to 

enhance your marketing images will give 

your Instagram assets a look that is 

more professional and unique than what you would be able to achieve using 

Instagram filters. 

SnapWidget 

Wouldn’t it be amazing if you could 

easily share your Instagram posts on 

channels other than your Integrated 

social accounts? Well we’ve got good 

news here, because you can use 

“SnapWidget” to easily embed your 

Instagram feed directly to your 

website, on autopilot! 

Repost 

Creating an interconnected 

community is one of the best 

marketing strategies out there, and 

one of the best ways to do it is by 

sharing content posted by others on 

your own Instagram feed. The 

“Repost” app will allow you to do it 

https://snapwidget.com/
http://repostapp.com/
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the easy way, by letting you repost photos and videos from other business 

accounts while also giving them credit, which can help you to attract followers 

from other popular accounts. 

WordSwag 

Snapping nice photos on Instagram 

is not hard, but creating engaging 

marketing images is different. 

“WordSwag” will allow you to easily 

add graphic elements to your 

photos. With this app you will be 

able to edit awesome marketing images in less than two minutes! 

SocialRank 

Knowing your audience is pretty tricky 

business. You can learn more about 

your audience by looking at what type 

of accounts they follow, how much 

they post, and so on, but learning 

about your audience gets much more 

difficult once it starts growing into the 

thousands. 

And even so, what you will learn about the members of your audience is 

superficial. “SocialRank” is a marketing tool that will give you insights not about 

your audience’s behavior, but about its demographics, average number of 

members per gender, age, location, and others. 

http://wordswag.co/
https://socialrank.com/
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Foursixty 

Selling stuff on Instagram has 

become commonplace, but is a bit 

of a clunky endeavor. “Foursixty” is 

an app that will allow you to 

directly redirect users to your 

product pages from your Instagram 

posts, making it easier for them to 

directly add items to a cart without having to look for your marketplace first. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://foursixty.com/
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Chapter 19: Shocking Case Studies 

Burt’s Bees 

“Burt’s Bees” is an American 

producer of cosmetics and natural 

beauty products that targets both 

its domestic and the International 

markets. 

Objective: Their objective was to 

increase product awareness as 

well as brand recall across the beauty community. 

Strategy: They promoted posts targeted at females aged between 18 and 24 in 

the United States using a “delight your lips” theme. 

Results: They got a 15% lift in product awareness and a 16% lift in brand recall! 

Philadelphia 

“Philadelphia” is brand of cream 

cheese that is highly popular word 

wide. 

Objective: Their objective was to 

reach out to young adults aged 25 

to 40, specifically those more likely 

to throw casual get together 

parties. 

https://www.instagram.com/burtsbees/
https://www.instagram.com/phillyaus/
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Strategy: They promoted posts showcasing many types of quick, party friendly 

recipes that could be easily done with Philadelphia cheese. 

Results: They got an 8% increase in purchase intent and a whopping 41% lift in 

sales! 

Levi's 

“Levi’s” is a classic American 

apparel retailer that specializes in 

vintage style denim garments. 

Objective: Their objective was to 

get the brand’s Instagram presence 

recognizable at first glance. 

Strategy: They used beautiful images of people aged 18-34 wearing their 

branded clothes sharing unique moments with awesome background 

landscapes, thus making their brand part of the scenery. 

Results: Their posts were seen by 7.4 million people in the US alone, and it 

generated a 24% increase in brand awareness among Instagram users! 

Mercedez-Benz 

“Mercedez-Benz” is a well-known 

car manufacturer that specializes 

in luxury vehicles. 

Objective: The company’s 

objective was to increase 

https://www.instagram.com/levis/
https://www.instagram.com/mercedesbenz/
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awareness of its new line of SUVs both among its followers and other Instagram 

users. 

Strategy: The company reached out to photographers on the platform to ask 

them about what would they pack for a trip in their new SUVs, and then they 

used the photographs produced and showcased them on posts as promotional 

material. 

Results: Their promoted posts helped them to get a nice 54% increase in visits 

from Instagram to their website! 

Adidas 

“Adidas” is a worldwide famous 

shoe and athletic gear manufacturer. 

Objective: The company’s objective 

was to increase brand awareness 

across Instagram’s social space. 

Strategy: They invited influencers as 

well as ordinary people to publish Adidas-Inspired posts for a chance to 

participate in a professional photoshoot sponsored by the brand Itself. 

Results: “Adidas neo”, the Instagram account used by the company to promote 

the contest, gained 41,000 followers from that campaign alone! 

Frank Body 

“Frank Body” is an Australian producer of beauty and skin care products. 

https://www.instagram.com/adidasneo/
https://www.instagram.com/frank_bod/
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Objective: Because the company 

was just getting started by the 

time of the campaign, their 

objective was to create brand and 

product awareness. 

Strategy: They got bloggers, Influencers, and other Instagram personalities with 

established followings to post pictures using their line of coffee-based 

exfoliating products. 

Results: The pictures soon became viral, and the company’s Instagram account 

got a whopping 350,000 followers as well as over 25,000 user generated posts 

in the span of only 12 months! 

Bloom and Wild 

“Bloom and Wild” is a UK based 

company that sends flowers by 

customer request to people’s 

inboxes across the United 

Kingdom and Ireland. 

Objective: Their objective was to 

simply attract new customers and 

a wider audience to their new business. 

Strategy: They had very little following as well as a small budget, so they tested 

out several post formats until they discovered that using video posts to 

showcase their service worked best. 

https://www.instagram.com/bloomandwild/
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Results: They got a 62% increase in bouquet orders as well as a spike of 

customers positively commenting about their services on their Instagram 

account! 

Bejeweled 

“Bejeweled” is a popular puzzle 

game for mobile platforms that, 

alongside the likes of Candy 

Crush, has topped the charts. 

Objective: The application’s 

developers wanted to inspire as 

many people as possible to 

download and play the app. 

Strategy: They got some popular Instagram influencers to share images of 

themselves playing the game accompanied by the “#shinyplace” hashtag. 

Results: The app climbed to the top of the charts, from position 702 to 182 in a 

single month thanks to the power of Instagram! 

Chanel 

“Chanel” is a French fashion house 

that specializes in high couture, 

luxury goods and accessories. 

Objective: The company’s objective 

was to promote the launch of their 

newest “No 5” perfume. 

https://www.instagram.com/bejeweledgame/
https://www.instagram.com/chanelofficial/
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Strategy: They invited fashion bloggers and Instagram users to document some 

aspects of their daily life that involved Chanel products using the “#newchanel5” 

and the “#chanelgrasse” hashtags. 

Results: Chanel attracted over 900,000 new followers during the first month of 

the campaign, and generated over 1,600 pieces of new content through their 

hashtags as well! 

Scotiabank 

“Scotiabank” is one of the 

largest banks in Canada. 

Objective: The bank’s objective 

was to create awareness about 

its credit card program among 

Instagram users aged 18-22. 

Strategy: They posted photos of neatly organized items accompanied by the 

“#thingsorganizedneatly” hashtag and invited young Instagram users to guess 

which movie those items symbolized. 

Results: The campaign gained a 20% increase in post recall, and the bank gained 

a 6% increase in brand awareness! 

 

 

 

 

https://www.instagram.com/scotiabank/
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Chapter 20: Frequently Asked 

Questions 

How can You Gain More 

Followers Than What You 

Already Have? 

It depends on what you are actually 

using now to engage with your 

followers, but there is a three-item 

rule to gain followers on Instagram: Gain by photos, gain by content, or gain by 

video. If you are currently engaging with content, try with photos or videos, or 

maybe a combination of the three! 

Should You Buy Instagram Followers? 

If you value your time, your followers and the type of engagement that you 

create, you shouldn’t. If you have to buy followers because you are not 

generating engagement, it means that you should optimize your content and 

your strategy. 

Who should You Follow if You’re Using Instagram as a Brand?  

You should follow basically anyone who is interacting with your Brand’s account. 

There is enormous value in following ordinary followers as well as other brands 

to foster better engagement. 
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What Is The Best Equipment For An Instagram Marketer? 

While lots of people find great success by using a high resolution smartphone 

camera, serious Instagram marketing requires you to be prepared for any 

occasion, and the best equipment for any occasion includes a professional or 

mid-range camera, zoom lenses, and an action cam such as a GoPro. 

Will Instagram Marketing Work For You If You Are From Outside the 

US? 

Absolutely! While English is the most prominently used language when it comes 

to marketing on any platform, you can have great success no matter where 

you’re from when you follow our training to the letter. 

Does Instagram Improve Your SEO? 

It can, but consider that SEO is not the strongest point of social media, as search 

ranks do not improve with social shares, no matter how much you’re being 

shared. SEO on Instagram works when you build relationships with the right 

people and get them to share your non-social content with their following. 

Should You Advertise Your Instagram Content? 

Organic reach dropped by 52% in 2016 for publishers, and content creators are 

publishers by nature, so you will benefit from some paid advertisement as long 

as you develop a clear advert strategy that will not deplete your marketing 

budget. 
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Should You Schedule Your Instagram Posts? 

Yes! Setting up a posting schedule will help you to post consistently and to craft 

better quality content. Scheduling will help you to avoid neglecting your 

account, and to map out a distribution strategy. 

Should You Use Instagram For Business If You Are In A “Serious” 

Industry? 

Many marketers make a mistake of thinking that social media is only for 

industries that target younger people, but the fact that companies such as banks 

and automation equipment manufacturers have been very successful on 

Instagram is evidence of the contrary. The secret is in how you use your 

marketing strategy to reach out to your ideal audience. 

Should You Manage Your Instagram Account By Yourself, or Should 

You Use An Instagram-Centered Management Tool? 

You are going to manage a business account, and that means that you are going 

to need as much assistance as possible, and management tools can help you to 

streamline your Instagram efforts by helping you to schedule posts in advance, 

measuring your performance through analytics, and working with a marketing 

team, among other things that are not possible to do efficiently on your own. 
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Conclusion: 

We’re thrilled that you have chosen 

to take advantage of our Training 

Guide, and we wish you amazing 

success. 

And in order to take your Instagram 

Marketing even farther, we invite 

you to get the most out of it by 

getting access to our Live Video Training clicking here (Insert your Upsell offer 

URL).  

Thanks so much for the time you have dedicated to learning how to get the 

most advantages from Instagram Marketing. 

Instagram Marketing has come to stay in the market forever. 

To Your Success, 

Your Name 
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Top Resources 

Videos 

✓ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WTsPXKb2U38 
✓ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=62m39XvtLcU 

Tools & Services 

✓ https://sproutsocial.com/integrations/instagram/ 
✓ https://simplymeasured.com/#sm.0000d7vuo1zf6f1muau1sy5fa78tm 

Training Courses 

✓ https://www.udemy.com/instagram-marketing-guide/ 

✓ https://www.lynda.com/Instagram-tutorials/Advertising-Instagram/597027-2.html 

Blogs 

✓ https://business.instagram.com/blog/ 

✓ http://blog.iconosquare.com/ 

Forums 

✓ https://www.blackhatworld.com/tags/instagram-marketing/ 
✓ https://www.warriorforum.com/tags/instagram.html 

 
Affiliate Programs 

✓ http://www.clickbank.com/ 
✓ https://www.click2sell.eu/ 

Webinars 

✓ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qOS60NLUSck 

✓ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LXAilrYNd08 

Infographics 

✓ https://socialmediaonlineclasses.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/INSTAGRAM-MARKETING-INFOGRAPHIC-
2017-Socialmediaonlineclasses.jpg 

✓ http://tcsaonline.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/10/332485_10151144392863847_1061186105_o-
651x1024.jpg 

Case Studies  

✓ https://business.instagram.com/success/sonos/ 

✓ https://business.instagram.com/success/ubi-banca/ 

Facts 

✓ http://www.convinceandconvert.com/social-media-strategy/instagram-marketing-facts/ 

✓ http://www.wordstream.com/blog/ws/2017/04/20/instagram-statistics 
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Limited Special Offer 
Instagram Marketing 3.0 Made Easy 

(Video Training) 

 

Click Here to Download Your Video Training! 

(Insert your Upsell Offer URL) 

 


